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The Knuth-Bendix method takes in argument a finite set of equations and rewrite
rules and, when it succeeds, returns an algorithm to decide if a term is equivalent
to another modulo these equations and rules. In this paper, we design a similar
method that takes in argument a finite set of rewrite rules and, when it succeeds,
returns an algorithm to decide not equivalence but reachability modulo these
rules, that is if a term reduces to another. As an application, we give new proofs
of the decidability of reachability in finite ground rewrite systems and in pushdown

systems.

1. INTRODUCTION

The Knuth-Bendix method [13, 10] takes in argument
a finite set of equations and rewrite rules and, when
it succeeds, returns an algorithm to decide if a term is
equivalent to another modulo these equations and rules.
In this paper, we design a similar method that takes
in argument a finite set of rewrite rules and, when it
succeeds, returns an algorithm to decide not equivalence
but reachability modulo these rules, that is if a term
reduces to another.

As an application, we give new proofs of the
decidability of reachability in finite ground rewrite
systems [3] and in pushdown systems [1].

Like the Knuth-Bendix method, this method
proceeds by completing a finite rewrite system into
an equivalent one, by adding derivable rules. In the
completed system, when a proposition t −→∗ u has a
proof, it also has a proof of the form

t = t0 −→ t1 ... −→ tp = w = uq −→ ... u1 −→ u0 = u

where t0 � t1 � ... � tp and uq ≺ ... ≺ u1 ≺ u0 for
some reduction order ≺, that is a proof formed with a
decreasing sequence followed by an increasing one. We
can write such a proof

t = t0 u0 = u

t1

-

u1

-

tp = w = uq

-
-

using the unusual convention to write the larger terms
for the order ≺ on the top of the diagram and the
smaller ones on the bottom, hence drawing an arrow

oriented from the bottom to the top, when a smaller
term reduces to a larger one.

In order to transform proofs into proofs of this form,
we should consider critical steps of the form

u

t

-

v

-

with t ≺ u � v and add a rule reducing directly t to
v, avoiding the detour via u. If the reduction from
t to u uses a rule l1 −→ r1 and that from u to v
a rule l2 −→ r2, the terms r1 and l2 would have to
be compared, to determine if one term unifies with a
subterm of the other. We would therefore need to design
a forward completion method that compares the left-
hand side of a rule with the right-hand side of another.

An alternative method is to reverse the rules whose
left-hand side is smaller than the right-hand side, and
keep track that such reversed rules must be used
backwards. Thus, we distinguish two kinds of rules:
negative rules that are as usual, and positive rules that
must be used backwards: u1 −→+ u2 means that
u2 −→ u1 in the original system and u2 ≺ u1. This way,
in the completed system, when a proposition t −→∗ u
has a proof, it also has a proof of the form

t = t0 u0 = u

t1

− -
u1
� +

tp = w = uq
� +− -
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and the critical steps have the form

u

t
�

+
v

− -

so that only left-hand side of rules need to be compared.
In the completed system, the proposition t −→∗ u has

a proof if and only if there exists a term w such that
t −→∗− w and u −→∗+ w. Thus reachability boils down
to the existence of a common reduct. In a terminating
system, reachability is obviously decidable and easy to
check because reduction trees are always finite. In the
same way, in a terminating system, the existence of a
common reduct of two terms is decidable and easy to
check because reduction trees are finite.

The reader familiar with polarized sequent calculus
modulo theory [6, 8] will remark that many ideas in
this paper, in particular the idea to distinguish two
kinds of rules, come from this calculus. But the paper
is presented independently of polarized sequent calculus
modulo theory.

2. POLARIZED REWRITE SYSTEMS

We consider a finite set constants a, b, ... a finite set of
function symbols f , g, ... and an infinite set of variables,
x, y, X, Y , ... Terms, substitutions, rewrite rules, and
rewrite systems are defined as usual.

A rewrite rule l −→ r is said to be left-linear if the
term l is linear in each of its variables, that is if each
variable of l occurs exactly once in l.

A context C[X1, ..., Xn] is an ordered pair formed
with a term C, and a sequence of variables X1, ..., Xn

each occurring exactly once in C. The term
(t1/X1, ..., tn/Xn)C is written C[t1, ..., tn].

Definition 2.1 (Polarized rewrite system). A
polarized rewrite system P is a pair 〈P−,P+〉 of rewrite
systems. The rules of P− are called negative and are
written l −→− r, the rules of P+ are called positive
and are written l −→+ r. The one step reduction
relations −→− and −→+ are defined as usual: t −→− u
(resp. t −→+ u) if there exists a negative rule l −→− r
(resp. a positive rule l −→+ r), a context C[X] and a
substitution σ, such that t = C[σl] and u = C[σr].

Definition 2.2 (The relation −→). The relation −→
is −→− ∪ +←−, that is t −→ u if t −→− u or u −→+ t.

Definition 2.3 (Proof). Let P be a polarized rewrite
system. A proof (or a reduction sequence) in P is
a sequence of terms t0, t1, ..., tn, such that for all i,
ti −→ ti+1, that is ti −→− ti+1 or ti+1 −→+ ti.

A proof is a proof of the proposition t −→∗ u if t = t0
and u = tn.

Definition 2.4 (Polarization). The polarized rewrite
system P is said to be a polarization of a non-polarized
rewrite system R if

• for each rule l −→ r of R, the system P contains
either the rule l −→− r or the rule r −→+ l,
• for each rule l −→− r of P, the system R contains
the rule l −→ r,
• and, for each rule l −→+ r of P, the system R
contains the rule r −→ l.

Proposition 2.1. Let R be a rewrite system, and P
be a polarization of R, then a proposition t −→∗ u has
a proof in R if and only if it has a proof in P.

Example 1. Let R be the rewrite system

f(g(a)) −→ b
f(f(a)) −→ c

b −→ g(g(f(f(a))))
c −→ h(a)

The polarized rewrite system P

f(g(a)) −→− b
f(f(a)) −→− c

g(g(f(f(a)))) −→+ b
h(a) −→+ c

is a polarization of R. The proposition f(g(a)) −→∗
g(g(h(a))) has the following proof in R

f(g(a)) g(g(f(f(a)))) g(g(h(a)))

b

-

-

g(g(c))

-
-

and the following proof in P
f(g(a)) g(g(f(f(a)))) g(g(h(a)))

b
� +

− -

g(g(c))
� +− -

Definition 2.5 (Termination). A polarized rewrite
system is terminating if the relation −→− ∪ −→+ is
well-founded.

Note that this does not imply that the relation −→,
that is −→− ∪ +←−, is well-founded.

Definition 2.6 (Reduction order). A reduction
order ≺ is an order such that

• if t ≺ u, then for all function symbols f and terms
t1, ..., ti−1, ti+1, ..., tn

f(t1, ..., ti−1, t, ti+1, ..., tn)
≺

f(t1, ..., ti−1, u, ti+1, ..., tn)

• if t ≺ u, then for all substitutions σ

σt ≺ σu

• ≺ is well-founded.

Proposition 2.2. Let ≺ be a reduction order and P
be a polarized rewrite system such that l � r for each
rule l −→− r or l −→+ r of P. Then, the system P
terminates.
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3. CUT-ELIMINATION

Definition 3.1 (Cut). A cut (or a peak) in a proof
π = t0, t1, ..., tn is a sub-sequence ti−1, ti, ti+1 such that

ti

ti−1
� +

ti+1

− -

A proof is cut-free (or a valley proof) if it contains no
cuts, that is if it is formed with a sequence of negative
steps followed by a sequence of positive steps.

A polarized rewrite system has the cut-elimination
property (or is confluent) if every proposition t −→∗ u
that has a proof has a cut-free proof.

Example 2. In the polarized rewrite system P of
Example 1, the proposition f(g(a)) −→∗ g(g(h(a))) has
the proof

f(g(a)) g(g(f(f(a)))) g(g(h(a)))

b
� +

− -

g(g(c))
� +− -

but no cut-free proof.

The reader familiar with polarized sequent calculus
modulo theory will remark that the proposition t −→∗ u
has a proof (resp. a cut-free proof) in P if and only if
the sequent P (t) ` P (u), where P is a predicate symbol,
has a proof (resp. a cut-free proof) in polarized sequent
calculus modulo P.

Proposition 3.1. Let P be a terminating finite
polarized rewrite system. Then, the existence of a cut-
free proof in P of a proposition t −→∗ u is decidable.

Proof. The proposition t −→∗ u has a cut-free proof
if and only if the reducts of t in P− and those of u in
P+ have a term in common. As P terminates, both
reduction trees are finite.

Definition 3.2 (Proof reduction). A proof π reduces
to a proof π′, if π′ is obtained by replacing a cut in π
by a cut-free proof, that is if

π = t0, ..., ti−1, ti, ti+1, ..., tn

with

ti

ti−1
� +

ti+1

− -

and

π′ = t0, ..., ti−1 = u0, u1, ..., up = w = vq, ..., v1,
v0 = ti+1, ..., tn

with

ti−1 = u0 ti+1 = v0

u1

− -
v1
� +

up = w = vq
� +− -

Definition 3.3 (Local confluence). A polarized
rewrite system is locally confluent if every cut is
reducible, that is if for each proof

t

u
�

+

v

− -

there exists a proof

u = u0 v = v0

u1

− -
v1
� +

up = w = vq
� +− -

Newman’s lemma can be seen as a termination lemma
for proof-reduction [7], following an idea that is already
in [11].

Proposition 3.2 (Newman). If P is terminating
and locally confluent, then it has the cut-elimination
property.

Proof. As P is terminating, the transitive closure of
the relation −→− ∪ −→+ is a well-founded
order. Thus, its multiset extension < [5] is also
well-founded. A proof-reduction step replaces the
multiset {t1, ..., ti−1, ti, ti+1, ..., tn} with the multiset
{t1, ..., ti−1, u1, ..., up−1, w, vq−1, ..., v1, ti+1, ..., tn} and

{t1, ..., ti−1, u1, ..., up−1, w, vq−1, ..., v1, ti+1, ..., tn}
<

{t1, ..., ti−1, ti, ti+1, ..., tn}

because each term u1, ..., up−1, w, vq−1, ..., v1 is smaller
than ti. Thus, proof-reduction terminates.

Finally, as P is locally confluent, an irreducible proof
contains no cuts.

Definition 3.4 (Critical pair). A critical pair is a
pair of terms of the form

• 〈σr1, (σC)[σr2]〉, where l1 −→− r1 is a negative
rule, l2 −→+ r2 is a positive rule, C[X] is a
context, l′1 is a term that is not a variable, and
σ is a substitution, such that X does not occur in
σ, l1 = C[l′1], and σ is the most general unifier of
l′1 and l2,
• or 〈(σC)[σr1], σr2〉, where l1 −→− r1 is a negative
rule, l2 −→+ r2 is a positive rule, C[X] is a
context, l′2 is a term that is not a variable, and
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σ is a substitution, such that X does not occur in
σ, l2 = C[l′2], and σ is the most general unifier of
l1 and l′2.

A critical pair 〈u, v〉 is joinable if there exists a term
w, such that the propositions u −→∗+ w and v −→∗− w
are provable.

We now would like to prove that if all the critical
pairs of a polarized rewrite system P are joinable, then
P is locally confluent. Unfortunately, this property does
not hold in general, as shown by the following counter-
example

f(x, x) −→− g(x)

a −→+ b

that contains no critical pairs, but that is not locally
confluent, as the cut

f(a, a)

f(a, b)
� +

g(a)

− -

cannot be reduced: the term g(a) reduces positively
to g(b) only, and the term f(a, b) cannot be reduced
negatively. It indeed reduces to f(b, b), but not
negatively. N. Hirokawa [9] has found a similar
counter-example independently, in a different context.
Fortunately, this property holds for left-linear rewrite
systems.

We start by recalling two well-known classification
lemmas [13, 10].

Proposition 3.3. Let C1[X] and C2[Y ] be contexts,
and u1 and u2 be terms such that C1[u1] = C2[u2] then

• either the occurrences of X and Y are disjoint,
that is there exists a context D[X,Y ] such that
C1[X] = D[X,u2] and C2[Y ] = D[u1, Y ]

C1 C2 D

• or the occurrence of X is higher than that of
Y , that is there exists a context D[Y ] such that
C2[Y ] = C1[D[Y ]]

C1 C2

D

C1

• or the occurrence of Y is higher than that of
X, that is there exists a context D[X] such that
C1[X] = C2[D[X]]

D

CC C1 2 2

Proposition 3.4. Let t and u be terms, τ be a
substitution and D[Y ] be a context such that the variable
Y does not occur in τ and τt = D[u]. Then

• either the occurrence of Y in D is not an
occurrence of t, that is there exist a variable x and
contexts E1[X] and E2[Y ], such that t = E1[x],
τx = E2[u], and D[Y ] = (τE1)[E2[Y ]]

τ

1

2

t
D E

E

• or the occurrence of Y in D is an occurrence of t,
that is there exist a context E and a term t′ such
that t = E[t′] and D[Y ] = (τE)[Y ]

τ

t

  

t’D E

Proposition 3.5. If all the critical pairs of a left-
linear polarized rewrite system P are joinable, then P
is locally confluent.

Proof. Consider three terms t, u, and v such that

t

u
�

+

v

− -

where t reduces to u by a rule l1 −→+ r1, and to v by a
rule l2 −→− r2. As variables in rules may be renamed
we can assume, without loss of generality, that l1 and
l2 have no variables in common.

There exist two contexts C1[X] and C2[Y ] and a
substitution τ , such that X and Y do not occur in
τ , t = C1[τ l1] = C2[τ l2], u = C1[τr1], and v =
C2[τr2]. Thus, by Proposition 3.3, either there exists
a context D[X,Y ] such that C1[X] = D[X, τl2] and
C2[Y ] = D[τ l1, Y ], or there exists a context D[Y ] such
that C2[Y ] = C1[D[Y ]], or there exists a context D[X]
such that C1[X] = C2[D[X]]. We consider these three
cases.

• If there exists a context D[X,Y ] such that
C1[X] = D[X, τl2] and C2[Y ] = D[τ l1, Y ]

C1 C2 D

we have u = D[τr1, τ l2], and v = D[τ l1, τr2], let
w = D[τr1, τr2]. We have

u v

w
�

∗
+

∗
− -

• If there exists a context D[Y ] such that C2[Y ] =
C1[D[Y ]]

C1 C2

D

C1
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we have t = C1[τ l1] = C1[D[τ l2]], u = C1[τr1],
and v = C1[D[τr2]]. As C1[τ l1] = C1[D[τ l2]], we
have τ l1 = D[τ l2]. Therefore, by Proposition 3.4,
either there exist a variable x and contexts E1[X]
and E2[Y ], such that l1 = E1[x], τx = E2[τ l2],
and D[Y ] = (τE1)[E2[Y ]], or there exist a context
E[Y ] and a term l′1 such that l1 = E[l′1] and
D[Y ] = (τE)[Y ]. We consider these two cases.

– If l1 = E1[x], τx = E2[τ l2], and D[Y ] =
(τE1)[E2[Y ]], then we let τ ′ = τ|V\{x}, and we
have τ = (τ ′, E2[τ l2]/x). The term l1 is linear
and x does not occur in E1, thus τE1 = τ ′E1.
Let w = C1[(τ ′, E2[τr2]/x)r1]. We have

u = C1[τr1] = C1[(τ ′, E2[τ l2]/x)r1]
−→∗− C1[(τ ′, E2[τr2]/x)r1] = w

and

v = C1[D[τr2]] = C1[(τE1)[E2[τr2]]]
= C1[(τ ′E1)[E2[τr2]]]

= C1[(τ ′, E2[τr2]/x)(E1[x])]
= C1[(τ ′, E2[τr2]/x)l1]

−→∗+ C1[(τ ′, E2[τr2]/x)r1] = w

u v

w
�

∗
+

∗
− -

– If l1 = E[l′1] and D[Y ] = (τE)[Y ], then
τ l1 = (τE)[τ l′1] = D[τ l′1]. As we have
τ l1 = D[τ l2], we get D[τ l′1] = D[τ l2], thus
τ l′1 = τ l2. Let σ be the most general unifier
of l′1 and l2 and η such that τ = η ◦ σ.
We have u = C1[τr1] = C1[ησr1] and v =
C1[(ησE)[ησr2]] = C1[η((σE)[σr2])]. We
know that the critical pair 〈σr1, (σE)[σr2]〉
closes on a term, say w0. Let w = C1[ηw0].
We have

u v

w
�

∗
+

∗
− -

• The third case is similar to the second.

Definition 3.5 (Polarized Knuth-Bendix method).
Let P be a left-linear finite polarized rewrite system and
≺ a reduction order, such that l � r for each rule
l −→− r or l −→+ r of P.

While there is a non-joinable critical pair

t

u
�

+

v

− -

if u � v and u −→− v is a left-linear rewrite rule, add
this rule to close the critical pair, if v � u and v −→+ u

is a left-linear rewrite rule, add this rule to close the
critical pair, otherwise fail.

Proposition 3.6. Let P be a left-linear finite
polarized rewrite system and ≺ a reduction order, such
that l � r for each rule l −→− r or l −→+ r of P. If the
polarized Knuth-Bendix method applied to P succeeds,
then reachability in P is decidable.

Proof. Let P ′ be the left-linear finite polarized rewrite
system built by the polarized Knuth-Bendix method.
The rules of P ′ are all derivable in P, thus a proposition
t −→∗ u has a proof in P if and only if it has a proof in
P ′.

As all the critical pairs of P ′ are joinable,
by Proposition 3.5, P ′ is locally confluent. By
construction, l � r for each rule l −→− r or l −→+

r of P ′. Thus, by Proposition 2.2, P ′ terminates.
By Proposition 3.2, as P ′ is locally confluent and
terminating, it has the cut-elimination property.

Thus, a proposition t −→∗ u has a proof in P if and
only if it has a proof in P ′ if and only if it has a cut-
free proof in P ′. And, by Proposition 3.1, the existence
of a cut-free proof for a proposition t −→∗ u in P ′ is
decidable.

Example 3. Let P be the system defined in Example
1 and ≺ be the Knuth-Bendix order [13] with an equal
weight 1 for all symbols and any precedence. For all
rules l −→− r or l −→+ r of P, we have l � r. The
only non-joinable critical pair is

g(g(f(f(a))))

b
� +

g(g(c))

− -

and it closes with the rule

g(g(c)) −→+ b

Let P ′ be the system obtained by adding this rule to P.
The proposition f(g(a)) −→∗ g(g(h(a))) has the proof
in P ′

f(g(a)) g(g(h(a)))

g(g(c))
� +

b

−

-

� +

Theorem 3.1. Let R be a (non-polarized) finite
rewrite system, P be a polarization of R and ≺ be a
reduction order. If P is a left-linear polarized rewrite
system, for all rules l −→− r or l −→+ r of P, l � r,
and the polarized Knuth-Bendix method applied to P
succeeds, then reachability in R is decidable.

Proof. From Propositions 2.1 and 3.6.
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4. GROUND FINITE REWRITE SYSTEMS

A ground rewrite system is a rewrite system such that
for all rules l −→ r, both terms l and r are ground.

D. Lankford [14, 4] has observed that if ≺ is the
Knuth-Bendix order with an equal weight 1 for all
symbols and any precedence, R is a finite ground
rewrite system, R′ is the equivalent system obtained
by removing the rules of the form l −→ l and reversing
the rules l −→ r such that l ≺ r into r −→ l, then
the Knuth-Bendix method always succeeds on R′, and
therefore equivalence in R is decidable.

We now want to prove that, in a similar way,
reachability in a finite ground rewrite system is
decidable [3].

Theorem 4.1 (Dauchet-Tison). Let R be a finite
ground rewrite system. Then, the existence of a proof
in R of a proposition t −→∗ u is decidable.

Proof. Let ≺ be the Knuth-Bendix order with an equal
weight 1 for all symbols and any precedence. This order
is a reduction order and it is total on ground terms.

Without loss of generality, we can assume that R
does not contain trivial rules of the form l −→ l. Let P
be the polarization of R obtained by transforming each
rule l −→ r of R such that l � r, into a negative rule
l −→− r, and reversing each rule l −→ r such that l ≺ r
into a positive rule r −→+ l. By construction, l � r for
each rule l −→− r or l −→+ r of P.

Let T be the finite set containing the left-hand sides
of the rules of P and T ′ be the set of ground terms t
such that there exists a term u in T such that t ≺ u or
t = u. As, for the Knuth-Bendix order, if u is a ground
term, the set of ground terms t such that t ≺ u is always
finite, the set T ′ is finite.

Then, the polarized Knuth-Bendix method applied to
P generates rules whose left-hand sides and right-hand
sides are in T ′. As there is only a finite number of such
rules, the polarized Knuth-Bendix method applied to P
terminates successfully.

Note that the original proof based on the construction
of automata recognizing left-hand sides and right-hand
sides of rules [3] also uses implicitly the idea of reversing
rewrite rules. For instance, with the rule f(a) −→ g(b),
it builds an automaton recognizing f(a) in s

a −→ s1

f(s1) −→ s

another recognizing g(b) in s′

b −→ s′1

g(s′1) −→ s′

and takes the rewrite rule

s −→ s′

This construction can be decomposed in two steps,
one transforming the rule f(a) −→ g(b) into the rewrite
system

a −→ s1

f(s1) −→ s

s −→ s′

s′1 −→ b

s′ −→ g(s′1)

where f(a) −→ f(s1) −→ s −→ s′ −→ g(s′1) −→ g(b)
and then reversing the two rules

s′1 −→ b

s′ −→ g(s′1)

The first step is in fact not needed.

5. PUSHDOWN SYSTEMS

As another corollary of our result, we also get the
decidability of reachability for pushdown systems [1].

Definition 5.1 (Pushdown system). Consider a
language containing a set S of unary function symbols
called stack symbols, a set Q of unary function symbols
called states and a constant ε. A pushdown system is a
finite rewrite system with rules of the form: pop rules

p(γ(x)) −→ q(x)

where γ is a stack symbol and p and q are states, push
rules

p(x) −→ q(γ(x))

where γ is a stack symbol and p and q are states, and
neutral rules

p(x) −→ q(x)

where p and q are states.

Theorem 5.1 (Bouajjani-Esparza-Maler). Let R be
a pushdown system. Then, the existence of a proof in
R of a proposition t −→∗ u is decidable.

Proof. Consider a total precedence on function symbols
such that stack symbols are larger than states and let
≺ be the lexicographic path order [12] relative to this
precedence. The order ≺ is a reduction order and
p(γ(x)) � q(x) for all γ, p and q.

Pop rules are polarized as

p(γ(x)) −→− q(x)

push rules as
q(γ(x)) −→+ p(x)

and neutral rules according to the precedence.
Critical pairs have the form

p(γ(x))

q(x)
� +

r(x)

− -

The Computer Journal, Vol. ??, No. ??, ????
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p(γ(x))

q(γ(x))
� +

r(x)

− -

p(γ(x))

q(x)
� +

r(γ(x))

− -

p(x)

q(x)
� +

r(x)

− -

all these critical pairs are closed by adding a pop
rule, a push rule, or a neutral rule. As there are a
finite number of such rules, the polarized Knuth-Bendix
method always terminates successfully.

Thus reachability in pushdown systems is decidable.

Note that we get, in this way, the decidability
of reachability in pushdown systems, but not of
alternating pushdown systems [1], that requires moving
from polarized rewrite systems to polarized sequent
calculus modulo [2].
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